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Abstract

In this paper, we present a modular multi-threaded soft-
ware framework for real-time adaptive MIMO signal pro-
cessing. It is planned to release it as an open source
project for other developers to collaborate on.

Introduction

Multichannel audio acquisition and reproduction tech-
niques offer spatial selectivity and diversity as additional
degrees of freedom over single-channel systems. In terms
of enhancing sound realism in telecommunication sys-
tems there is a growing interest in array-based audio
signal processing. A major challenge to fully exploit the
potential of array processing in practical applications lies
in the development of Multiple-Input/Multiple-Output
(MIMO) systems. Adaptive filters are a key component
in this context. In a typical full-duplex communication
system many algorithms can be integrated as depicted in
Fig. 1. The system G can be described using the scat-
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Figure 1: Example configuration of MIMO blocks in a full-

duplex communication system

tering parameter representation as suggested in [1, 2]
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where the submatrices G
..

contain the impulse responses
of the MIMO-subsytems and ∗ denotes convolution. Ide-
ally, the subsystemGvu (active room compensation unit)
inverts the influence of the room impulse responses if the
signal processing for sound reproduction should be inde-
pendent of the far-end signal, u. Local noise is canceled
at the ears of the users if a noise compensation signal is
fed to the loudspeakers by Gvx such that the resulting
signal at the reference position annihilate the noise signal.

Moreover, Gzx could be a special realization of some de-
sired multichannel signal enhancement, e.g., beamform-
ing, blind source separation, or dereverberation.
In order to compensate the feedback between the loud-
speaker signals v and the microphone signals x, a replica
of the corresponding echo signals has to be estimated us-
ing Gzu and subtracted from the captured signal.
The challenges that a developer faces while implementing
such a system are the typically high computational com-
plexity and ill-posedness and of the underlying adaptive
filtering problem. It has been shown that treating adap-
tive filtering problems for such broadband multichannel
systems in spatio-temporal transform domains is a pow-
erful approach [3], that aims at decoupling the MIMO
system both in the temporal and in the spatial dimen-
sions and enhancing the conditioning of the problem.

The associated computational complexity however re-
mains high, especially for massive multichannel applica-
tions. Real-time constraints imposed by telecommunica-
tion application demands efficient utilization of process-
ing resources. The availability of multicore and multipro-
cessor architectures call for a multi-threaded signal pro-
cessing framework. The graphical patching paradigm of
Pd 1 or the commercialMax/MSP 2 can be considered ill-
suited for massive-multichannel systems. Furthermore, a
slim stand-alone application may be desirable. An early
full-duplex framework was presented in [2]. A recent de-
velopment is presented in [4], although more targeted
towards playback-oriented renderer model. For adaptive
(transform-domain) MIMO processing, the available so-
lutions are not optimal.

Design Considerations

We aim at easing the deployment of MIMO algorithms
on a symmetric multiprocessor architectures, shortening
the way from a prototype in numerical simulation soft-
ware to real-time-capable environment. Noticing that a
MIMO system is intuitively represented by a block-based
structure as depicted in Fig. 1, a similar high-level mod-
ularity is desired. Large number of channels should be
easily manageable for the application programmer. Real-
time efficiency is a must, parallel processing should be as
transparent as possible.

1http://puredata.info/
2http://cycling74.com/



Engine Architecture

The framework is implemented in C++, currently for
UNIX-like operation systems, aiming at an open-source
release. An application within the framework is built
from independent MIMO signal processing Blocks, form-
ing nodes in a processing graph. An associated Engine

object supervises data-flow, thread coordination and
communication with the driving back-end. Several ab-
stract Block-prototypes with different virtual processing
functions provide a high-level abstraction of thread syn-
chronization.

The signal flow is organized by Portgroups, which in-
tend to bundle multiple channels of the same processing
semantics, allowing a convenient construction of massive
multichannel systems. The signal paths are typed with
respect to frequency- or time-domain data, assuming the
latter will be real-valued in most audio applications. A
callback- and block-based back-end is assumed as a driver
for the Engine, the current alpha version supports the
JACK audio framework [5]. An abstract Controller

object handles asynchronous I/O in a separate thread to
keep the real-time processing threads undisturbed.

The implementation relies heavily on object-oriented de-
sign patterns [6], to allow extensibility within familiar
programming idioms. Where real-time constraints pro-
hibit run-time polymorphism, C++ templates are em-
ployed.

InputPortgroup<T>

get_read_buffer()

MimoEngine

add_block()

register_controller_object()

init_mimo_engine()

OutputPortgroup<T>

get_write_buffer()

Block

run_block()

AbstractController

_publish()

TwoStagedBlock

run_1st_stage()

run_2nd_stage()
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0..*

Figure 2: Simplified excerpt of the class diagram, depict-

ing the core classes from an application programmer’s view.

The inherited TwoStageBlock is an extended Block prototype

providing two synchronized processing stages for inputs and

outputs.

Parallelization Strategy

The individual signal paths (or single Ports of the
Portgroups) at a particular processing Block form a job
set. The Engine object manages a fixed size thread pool,
transparently dispatching available jobs. Thread inter-
communication within the individual processing blocks
is defined by abstract block prototypes, offering different
synchronized processing stages for the Blocks’ inputs and
outputs. The default case handles the outputs in paral-
lel, corresponding to the decomposition of a MIMO sys-
tem into multiple MISO (multiple input/single output)

systems. User definition of new Block prototypes for ar-
bitrarily sophisticated thread cooperation is possible.

Application Scenarios

Figure 3: 56-channel loudspeaker array and 64-channel mi-

crophone array for full-duplex communication interface.

Our real-time setup of the full-duplex multichannel com-
munication system is depicted in Fig. 3. It consists of up
to 56 wide-band loudspeakers plus sub-woofer, and a 64-
channel rigid-sphere microphone array. Two 8-cores pro-
cessor PC platforms, one for the reproduction side and
one for the recording side, provide the necessary process-
ing power. By now the framework’s alpha version has
been employed for real-time beamforming with the mi-
crophone array, as presented in [7].

Conclusion

This paper outlined the design and realization of a
modular, real-time, full duplex multiple-input/multiple-
output signal processing framework, consisting of a
multi-threated engine. Architecture and implementation
of the framework are discussed, with respect to signal
processing and software design considerations.
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